The German army entered the Russian Empire in the spring of 1915, and by the autumn it had occupied most of the territory on which later the independent state of Lithuania was founded. For almost three years, from the autumn of 1915, the area was governed by the Supreme Commander in the East (Oberbefehlshaber Ost), i.e. military administration. Mainly on the basis of the newspapers published in the Ober Ost area in the years of the First World War, as well as other sources, the author seeks to show how German soldiers, and Germans in a broader sense, saw the area of the prospective Lithuania and its population that it occupied in 1915. The paper analyses the impression the land and its inhabitants made on German soldiers and commentators, and examines how those impressions combined with previous ideas about Eastern Europe. Key words: First World War, Ober Ost, Eastern Europe, Lithuanians, images, stereotypes. Anotacija 1915 m. pavasarį Vokietijos kariuomenė įžengė į Rusijos imperiją ir iki rudens užėmė didžiąją dalį teritorijos, kurioje vėliau kūrėsi nepriklausoma Lietuvos valstybė. Beveik trejus metus nuo 1915 m. rudens ši teritorija buvo pavaldi Vyriausiajam karo vadui Rytuose (Oberbefehlshaber Ost), t. y. karinei administracijai. Remdamasis daugiausia Ober Osto srityje Pirmojo pasaulinio karo metais leistais laikraščiais ir kitais šaltiniais, autorius straipsnyje siekia atskleisti, kaip Vokietijos kariai ir platesne prasme vokiečiai įsivaizdavo 1915-aisiais okupuotą būsimosios Lietuvos teritoriją ir jos gyventojus. Straipsnyje analizuojama, kokį įspūdį Vokietijos kariams ir apžvalgininkams padarė šis kraštas bei jo gyventojai, ir nagrinėjama, kaip šie įspūdžiai maišėsi su jau iki tol egzistavusiais vaizdiniais apie Rytų Europą.
The following essay will present and evaluate the impressions the German conquerors had of the land and its inhabitants * . Above all, it will make use of contemporary press reports, documents and memoirs. Notwithstanding censorship and restrictions on the press, reporting, especially by the various press organisations and the newspapers distributed to the troops, mirrored the opinions and beliefs of many of the Germans who entered the land. In order to guarantee their credibility, the newspapers distributed to soldiers had to rely on reports which seemed realistic based on their own views. My paper will focus on three points: first I will give an impression of what German soldiers and observers thought about the country and its inhabitants; then I will show how these pictures intermingled with already existing opinions about Eastern Europe; and, last but not least, I will analyse the self-esteem of the occupiers. i
The first distinct impression during the advance of 1915 was that the land had an almost medieval primitiveness: 'In the majority of cases, the water supply to towns in Lithuania takes the most primitive form. It consists almost entirely of draw-wells located near to manure pits, often even right next to those places where the inhabitants of the land answer the call of nature. Latrines are almost completely absent. Their dreadful condition explains why they are not used, even by inhabitants unaccustomed to luxuries'. Animal husbandry in Lithuanian villages is described eloquently: 'According to age-old customs, in so far as they fit through the door, household animals have their share of the space in which the farmers live. Chickens and goats come in freely, and, along with dogs and cats, make sure that no left-over morsel of food remains lying on the only room's hard-trodden earth floor. That they leave behind other traces of their presence does not concern the animal-friendly Lithuanian farmer.' 1 These observations continued outside the peasant sheds. Here is a description from the autumn of 1918: 'Quite deliberately, all lorries drive more slowly when they approach a Lithuanian village. This is on account of the road usually becoming worse here than in other places, and having potholes which only dry out after eight days of unbroken sunshine, and consequently they almost never do under this changeable sky. The farmer in Lithuania does not worry a great deal about the roads. He leaves them to the hens, the cattle and the people who travel around the world rather than stay happily at home as he does. It is much more pleasant in his cottage or on a bench than on the dirty road. He is not worried about the outside of his buildings' 2 . Also conspicuous was: 'the phenomenal infestation of most fields by weeds, which is an unavoidable consequence of the backwardness of the agrarian culture as a whole. Here, the battle between culture and nature is still in its infancy.' 3 Obviously, the Lithuanian landscape was perceived uniformly. So far as the soldiers of the Imperial armies were concerned, Lithuania was primitive and monotonous. The image of a sparse, untapped landscape was in line with testimonies about the population. Not just a rustic primitiveness, but also a proverbial native cunning was attributed to them. An article in 'Vilnius News' (Wilnaer Zeitung) focused on idioms, from which conclusions were drawn about the Lithuanian national character: 'Quite naturally, their [i.e. the proverbs'] content is mostly to do with their own primitive national living conditions […] . The Lithuanian is not at all unskilled at business, and often pits himself successfully against the Jew. Perhaps as a result of a natural disposition, he is distrustful' 4 . Even love songs were interpreted as characteristically Lithuanian: 'The Lithuanian lives quietly, happily and with satisfaction among the fields and meadows which are enough for him. He is not inclined to scale heights; he prefers a languishing dependency to dissatisfied hunting and struggling after superior things.'
5
The simplicity of the population was also central to a scene that was described in the first volume of 'Correspondence B', a collection of articles which appeared weekly and was prepared for the German press in Germany: 'Through the activity and energetic support of the German administration, a population which is willing, but barely able, to make decisions for itself has rediscovered quickly the basis of adequate employment […] . But you would be demanding the impossible if you expected the population to understand the spirit of the new times all at once. Their memory is of disappointment; their lodestar is an unmistakeable mistrust of new things.' 6 In October 1918, Herbert Eulenberg 7 conveyed a similar picture of the Lithuanian farmer:
'Usually people in Lithuania go around barefoot […] . Little men and women scurry through the house without a sound, the offspring of a nation which once was free and proud, but which unfortunately was all-too-much enslaved by the Russians. In contrast to those who belong to us 8 and who were allowed to walk around freely and Who can fail to notice European stereotypes of 'natives' in descriptions such as these?
Similar observations were made at a village dance: 'You dispense with grace, dispense with the beauty of lines, the refinement of faces, of fine feet which are beautifully restrained. You see the opposite, and take pleasure in simple, rustic joy […] . Their tunes, the form they take, is a reminder of the landscape, the harsh climate, the deep, earnest stimulus of the forest, of their tough, sad fate. I stayed there fully two hours, and it was no hardship; whoever wants to understand the Lithuanian people should not watch them at work or in their meagre crofts having still more frugal meals, but should listen to them at church and delight in them playing and dancing.' 11 Even Lithuanian folk songs and proverbs 12 mirrored this characteristic: 'In the olden-days, Lithuanians loved poetry and pursued it assiduously. This is proven by the many songs which live in the nation even today. Up to now, over 500 folk songs, which the Lithuanian calls dainos, 13 have been collected. Such a large number exists for a relatively small nation because, in the past, the Lithuanian farmer, a cheerful chap, used to accompany every job, even the very smallest, with songs. Lithuanian songs are distinguished especially by their simplicity of form and content, their purity, to which everything crude is alien, and their touching naivety, which is often associated with an inner sentiment'
14
. To some extent, the statements recall the language popularised in the German-speaking world by Karl May's adventure novels 15 derness of feeling, a property of all dainos, rings out from Lithuanian love songs with particular clarity. They are so gentle, so coy, so melancholy, that you might conclude the nation almost lacks sensuality. But that is not the case. The Lithuanian possesses a good, distinctive carnality. Whoever scrutinises the products of Lithuanian art encounters almost immediately instances with erotic impact. They do not derive from the area of that modern eroticism which turns the means into the end, but from a healthy, natural sexual instinct.' 16 The Catholic priest Johannes Wronka summarised his experiences with Lithuanians as follows: 'they are a healthy, strong national lineage with lots of children. Their spiritual aptitude is very good. They are filled with a deep religious piety. Not yet weaned from obedience, they are frugal and honest' 17 .
The Lithuanian's 'deep sensitivity' led to misunderstandings when he dealt with 'practical people': 'The whole value of the person is seen in terms of emotional tenderness. Consequently, the Lithuanian often assesses other nations incorrectly. The often unkind, sometimes harsh character of the German is regarded as a sign of lower standing which should be despised. This explains the common and apparently instinctive dislike of Lithuanians for Germans, which only disappears when the former has learned to grasp the true value of Germandom.'
18
The perception of Lithuanians as 'noble savages' cropped up time and again subliminally, and could be seen in Prince Isenburg's fight against the Taryba's demands, which, from his point of view, far exceeded what was permissible. In a letter to Ludendorff dated 27 October 1917, the administrative chief of Lithuania explained why there was no question of the land's direct annexation: 'Decisive domestic political concern: after a short transitional period, inevitably the Lithuanians incorporated into the Reich would have to receive active and passive rights for Reichstag elections, for which they are not ready'
19
. Ober Ost Chief of Staff Major General Hoffmann, who was at the forefront of the Brest-Litovsk peace negotiations, where he became notorious thanks to his alleged punch, refused to discuss Lithuanian independence, with the words the Lithuanians could 'govern themselves independently as well as, for instance, my daughter Uniting the image of Russia 26 with that of Lithuania gives rise to a complicated ambiguity: on the one hand an 'Asiatic' primitiveness, and on the other hand a 'Western' orientation towards Germany. These observations and judgements led to a view that was recognisable during both world wars: this land is located between East and West, its population exists between primitiveness and Russification (relatedly sovietisation), and both depend on German 'cultural work'. An article from 1917 construed a continuity beginning in the 14th century: 'the most up-to-date kind of economic work has always been brought from Germany to the still undeveloped land'. 'It must be emphasised consistently that the individual examples we cite are not at all isolated cases, but are typical. In Lithuania, there is an unbroken chain of German economic work, German educational activity and peace work, which stretches across the centuries without a break. This is a fact which we have too long overlooked. Here, as elsewhere, the Germans have given from the fullness of their riches, lavishly, without drawing up an account or demanding anything in return.' 27 Looking back, Erich Ludendorff made the same point in 1919: 'In the occupied territories, I decided to appropriate the cultural work which the Germans had accomplished in those lands over four centuries. The colourfully diverse population had created no culture of its own accord. Left to its own devices, it would decay into Polishness.'
28
The editorial of the first edition of 'Vilnius News', dated 20 January 1916, formulated the task in elegiac words: 'It is German nature […] to let the occupied territories partake of the blessings of German culture. German culture! […] Its brilliance will shine even over this land. It will bring liberation and joy here as well.' 29 The following saying from 1917 was formulated laconically for Reich German readers, and encouraged their fantasies: 'On average, compared to Germany, the state of national culture in the Ober Ost territory is a good hundred years behind the times.'
30
It was no surprise that alongside 'cultural work' (Kulturarbeit), 'order' was the second key concept which, from the German point of view, proved difficult to convey to the indigenous population. 31 And the state of 'German Street' was noted in Vilnius, where it was hard to recognise 'that a German character had once governed here. Instead, the scene looked oriental, with an abundance of businesses and small shops, with glaring tawdriness and the indiscriminate mixture of advertising shop signs. By contrast, the concept "German" combines order and symmetry. anniversary of the German invasion of Vilnius was celebrated in 1916, 'German work' was at the mid-point of its self-expression, and was included in a celebratory poem: 33 Then take a look at this city, Which has been in our hands quietly for a year, Which we have ruled just as we captured it, Where we have worked with diligence and love Taking great pains which have served as our reward, As over a noble gift bestowed on us. A self-assurance bordering on hubris could already be sensed in Vilnius' German administration in April 1916: 'Even those who honour the German name behind the front in the enemy's land, while they go about planting German order, German customs and the German sense of community in a nation with a foreign essence, play their part, such that the poet's words must become true: one day the German character will heal the world.'
35 Captain Scharwächter too did not suffer from excessive modesty when he reported on the situation behind the front: 'Thus the Germans found a land where it was necessary to rebuild almost everything from scratch. And how beautifully they have achieved this task. German diligence, German perseverance, organisation and an eye for detail have done a tremendous job in reconstructing the land over the last nine months. You only have to look at the towns and villages, fields and roads, and you can see the spirit that is abroad. It is different to the previous one under Russian servitude. Order and cleanliness, active beneficial labour, as we are used to it, have gained the upper hand: away with inefficiency and corruption in the economy. Is it any wonder that the insightful inhabitant of the land is increasing his respect for us?'
One theme certainly could not be missing from this conceptual world: 36 'As German culture penetrated Ob.Ost, there was an attempt to spread German cleanliness too. But the centuries' old habituation to dirt and disorder on the part of the population, which never saw good role models in the government, caused long, if unsuccessful resistance.' 37 Reluctance provided a popular narrative of how the population responded to the concerns of the German government. Karl Strecker stresses the point in his travel report from the end of 1916: 'This cleanliness has cost a great deal of work, since the majority of the population not only lacks the desire for cleanliness, but also any kind of understanding of it. Compulsion was the only suitable means, and it does not go too far to say that no measure applied by the German administration has aroused such strong clandestine dissatisfaction among the population as in this case.' 38 The moment the German administration got to work in Ob.Ost, however, the picture changed. 39 The picture of Lithuanian backwardness described in the preceding pages, which in a certain way describes a specific characteristic of the primitive nature of the land and its people, together with German superiority and the tasks associated with it, were nourished by colonial ways of thinking. This is shown in the following description of a harvest festival held in an equine veterinary facility, in which the 'noble savages' prove the point to their masters: 'Shortly after three o'clock the procession marched up the streets decorated with triumphal arches. At the front was a band of the home guard; then came the young worker girls from the farm dressed in Lithuanian national costume bringing the big harvest crown; next were the staff from the equine veterinary centre; and lastly the indigenous workers and villagers. Even the chief Jew was present along with his daughters […] . Then the girls gave the centre's officers the harvest crown and wreaths whilst reciting Lithuanian poems. In a speech given in German, the agricultural officer from the farm emphasised what beautiful fruits the common labour of the soldiers and local people had yielded. True, at the start it had required many a friendly request from the gendarmerie to accustom the inhabitants to a German's order and diligence, but the large number of peasants who turned up are the best proof of the good understanding which exists between them and the German barbarians.'
Lieutenant General von Trotta, district inspector of the 10 th Army, also assumed that the German and the indigenous world were separate. 'The cultural level of different national groups of our territory, particularly those on the plains, explains recent events without any need to go into the reasons which lie more deeply in the necessities of war.' 43 He emphasised especially the Lithuanian's limited horizon: 'The above-mentioned educational level of the Lithuanian does not permit his sense of community to extend beyond the family, at very most beyond the locality. As a result, political impact relating to higher national aims is absent from every goal which, consequently, relates only to his farm. His childlike ideas of freedom correspond to the rejection of any kind of personal compulsion' 44 .
Naturally, under these circumstances, cooperation with the indigenous population was strictly limited from the outset. In the book 'The Land of Ober Ost', a self-depiction of the military administration for the German public, it says: 'Owing to the considerable cultural backwardness of the population, indigenous inhabitants can only be used for administrative tasks involving subordinate services.' 45 In this respect, the Lithuanian parliament, which grew out of a German initiative, was viewed with a mixture of nonchalance and good-natured ridicule. In 1918, Captain von Heppe of the cavalry was administrative chief of Lithuania. He characterised the Taryba as a group which 'existed partly from good-natured, but fanatical and underdeveloped dreams, partly from coffeehouse politicians and adventurers of comparable ilk.' It had 'neither the inclination nor the capacity for practical cooperation in the administration.' 46 Kügler, the German liaison officer with the Taryba, frequently referred to it as 'his circus'. 47 The self-conception as masters, which the district officer of the equine veterinary centre exemplified in such a patronising fashion towards the indigenous population, was extensive and took many different forms. A report mocked the peculiar business practices of the, mostly Jewish, entrepreneurs, who operated with little empathy towards their customers; at the same time, it said that regular work was the exception not the rule. It concluded: 'German colonisation is facing a tough job here.' 48 The areas which had to be colonised were utterly inexhaustible: 'The difference between the West European nations and the Russian borderlands can be seen in the way popular sport has developed on the different sides of the border. On one side, you find whole classes of the population participating actively, so that, for instance, in Germany there are millions of members of football and gymnastics clubs, while on the other side of the border, there is indifference towards any kind of sporting activity.' In fact, German soldiers brought an enthusiasm for sport with them: 'And now something surprising has happened: initially the Lithuanians, Poles and Jews did not participate [in sport], but they assembled in ever greater numbers to watch training sessions and competitions. And when teams play a game of football somewhere, you can be sure that a large circle of locals will soon have gathered around them, following the game with lively interest. But they are not content just to watch. In the afternoon, when the sports field is empty, frequently you see senior school children chasing a ball with enthusiasm and skill. Young people will grow up here knowing the value of sport. Our soldiers can be proud to have played the part of educator and bringer of culture even here. Sport not only steels the body, it stimulates the mind and makes it nimble. And it won't do them any harm if the nationalities in Ob.Ost lose some of their clumsiness.'
49
Even metaphysical intellectual games were not unknown among Lithuania's German observers. The Cathedral's bell tower prompted the following comments: 'No one gave it this barbaric and almost savage form […] and one is inclined to preserve it for the sake of the secret soul of the city, which, by virtue of blood and nationality, which (beneath all of Vilnius's piety) still loses itself in the gloominess of the primeval forest, as is typical of the Slavic soul, a soul which is immutable and which is ready to defend its character with hidden ferocity: Lithuanian blood, over whose instincts culture and the Church are laid […] . For this Lithuanian character, which we can understand most readily in its religious form, in truth remains secret, alien, unrecognised and full of possibilities. Those who know the language and the people, German soldiers with academic minds, speak with respect about the strong, still undeveloped characteristics of the Lithuanian soul, and of the intellect of a nation whose language originally touched on the secrets of Sanskrit, whose ornamentation bravely, independently and modestly expresses an innate feeling of form, and which today, still without schools, is exhausting itself in the twilight of an agricultural existence'
50
.
And a correspondent from Berlin went so far as to suppose the following: 'Even the Teutonic Knights did not describe the Lithuanians as very different from how they are today.' 51 In this respect, it is unsurprising to find occasional talk of the civilising mission reminiscent of the 'white man's burden': 52 'Now we have been here for two years since Hindenburg's victory train led us to this place. We have stamped our character on the city [Kaunas] We have always done it surrounded by the din of war, and so have not be able to do and to keep everything just how we wanted it. The time was too difficult and too short, the tasks were too numerous. In this light, what has been achieved appears so much the greater.'
53

Concluding Remarks
The impressions of a sparse, impoverished land and of a primitive peasant population were the decisive characteristics of German impressions of Lithuania and its population. At best, Lithuanians were discovered to be a simple natural people (noble savages), at worst a population 'lacking in culture' but with peasant cunning. There is little surprising about the contrasts highlighted by the image of the German homeland. It took the form of a completely paradisiacal exaggeration which only served to highlight more than ever Lithuanian backwardness. The concept 'culture' was a code for this difference, subsuming the contrasts between Germany and Lithuania. The cultural hierarchy created in this way lent the conquerors superiority not only in terms of power-politics and military strength, but also ideology and idealism. From this idea, it followed necessarily that they could stimulate and provide a model for the Lithuanians, so rationalising their own presence in the land. In the last analysis, the cultural hierarchies between the two nations were so marked that political cooperation could not take place between equals. This is why the soldiers and the administrators only had one way of looking at the Lithuanians: the view from the top. 
